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::: GRAPHIC DESIGN 
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> The portfolio is  a TRAVELING DOCUMENT...its function,
meaning and format MAY CHANGE depending on the CONTEXT 
and AUDIENCE 

> The portfolio should contain your work in a format that will 
make it EASY to be  transported physically and digitally

> It has to be beautiful, clearly organized, very easy to understand 
and use 



WHY do you need a portfolio and WHAT is it for ? 



::: BASIC RULES 

   DOCUMENTATION  
   EDIT  
   MESSAGE  
   AUDIENCE  



DOCUMENTATION 

Keep (almost) every piece of work you produce !!!! 
(scan your sketches, take pictures of your models during the project 
development and then SELECT) 

…. Remember: when in doubt, be consistent and DOCUMENT !  



EDIT 

The portfolio is NOT an archive of every piece of work .  

Remember ! In an academic/professional situation in the first few 
pages you have to capture the imagination of the people who are looking 
at it !  

You will need to EDIT your work to be as clear as possible about your 
IDEAS / PROCESS / SKILLS  

> It should contain ONLY work that shows your STRENGTHS

 EDIT, EDIT, EDIT !!!!!!! 



MESSAGE 

WHAT do you want to show and WHY ?  

The message should  clearly communicate  what kind of architectural 
interests and skills you have.  

 .. BE very CLEAR about the MESSAGE !  



AUDIENCE  

The message can change depending on your audience. 

The focus should be on showing your design skills and the development of your 
work  



ACADEMIC PORTFOLIO 

TRAJECTORY of work, EVIDENCE of CREATIVITY, STRONG IDEAS, 
INCREASED SOPHISTICATION OF IDEAS and execution of work OVER TIME / 
range from visual communication to design skills.  

Construct a NARRATIVE involving a chronology of projects and contents. 



2ND YEAR PORTFOLIO REVIEW 
Spring 2018 

REQUIREMENTS 

At the conclusion of the Second Year students undergo a comprehensive portfolio review. Core 
years faculty as well as general faculty participate in this review. This enables students to receive 
general feedback regarding their development, and It is meant to provide the student 
with meaningful criticism on the work they have completed thus far in the program. 

Your portfolio should include work developed in DSGN1100, DSGN1200, DSGN 2100, DSGN 
2200 with additional selected work from AVSM and ADGM classes. 

- No specific portfolio format is required for the review.
- Portfolio layout should be organized in a coherent and compelling graphic format.
- The portfolio should be a maximum of thirty pages.

- 

PORTFOLIOS due 04.04.18 - 1st 3 semesters and HTML intervention
PORTFOLIOS due 05.07.18 - All projects, hard bound copy



PREPARING THE  PORTFOLIO  



SELECTION/ RECORDING and STORING your WORK  

SELECTING WORK  
- Select  “only the BEST”
-- Select work that communicates quickly and visually
-- simplicity of TEXT usually is the most effective

Scanning , Reducing and Reproducing work  

Appropriate RESOLUTION  
DPI ( pixels per inch)  
It tells you how much information is into every square inch – 
All computers and monitors see everything at 72DPI 
For printing quality purposes you should scan all images at 250-300 DPI 
(if the file gets too big you may reduce the resolution but do NOT get below 
150DPI because your prints will be pixelated) 
Format images TIFF ( bigger file but better printing quality ) or JPG (smaller and 
easier to save) 



THE PORTFOLIO – GRAPHIC DESIGN 



HIERARCHY OF INFORMATION 

Prioritize every piece of information on every page. 

Make sure the most important content is what gets seen first. 

You can make page elements appear more important by making them 
bigger, bolder, or more opaque. 





SEQUENCE of work 

PICS	  



Portfolio COVER 



INDEX	  



LAYOUT 



> Generate a TEMPLATE file in Illustrator or InDesign
> set up an Illustrator or InDesign file 

-- choose page size and orientation (landscape or portrait)
-- label drawings
-- play with colors (within a color range)



WHITE SPACE is IMPORTANT !!!  



LAYOUT 
[type of layout/pages]  































 
Integrate IMAGE and TEXT 
 
The traditional approach is to separate text and image. You will end up with 
isolated rectangles of images and text. You can also try to blur the boundaries 
between the two so that you can use words to highlight visual ideas .  
You can overlay individual images with short paragraphs.  
 
Usually Project TITLE / brief explanation    DO NOT PUT TOO MUCH TEXT !  
 
 
 
 
 
  
    
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



distill/select your TEXT !!! 
 











FONT  
 
CHOOSE 2 
      Any more than that looks bad & gets distracting 
 
i.e: MIX SERIF & SANS SERIF 
          It adds interest & readability  
 
IT DOESN'T HAVE TO BE HUGE ! 
         Consider where your portfolio will be viewed. 
         12 pt font is very readable on an 8.5 x 11 print-out. 
	  



FONT TYPES 
 
- Use ONE or MAX TWO fonts   



Downloading FONTS   

www.dafont.com 
 



 
BINDING 





















ww.lulu.com  
or  

www.blurb.com 
  

printing on-demand 
 
 



DIGITAL booklet 
 
 
http://www.blurb.com/bookstore/detail/921455 

issuu.com	  

h'p://issuu.com/sdauwe/docs/simon_dauwe_por9olio_web	  

h'p://issuu.com/dzalcman/docs/archpor9olio	  

h'p://issuu.com/gracefulspoon/docs/080206_arch_por9olio	  

h'p://issuu.com/gracefulspoon/docs/locke-‐grad-‐por9olio	  

h'p://issuu.com/yipthida.w/docs/archpor9olio	  

h'ps://issuu.com/o.kazimir/docs/por9olio	  




